Enhancement of thermal transport in Gel Polymer Electrolytes with embedded BN/Al₂O₃ nano- and micro-particles
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HIGHLIGHTS
- Measures thermal transport properties of Gel Polymer Electrolytes (GPEs).
- Investigated effect of inclusion of BN/Al₂O₃ ceramic nano/microparticles.
- Results indicate substantial improvement in thermal transport.
- Experimental measurements are in good agreement with theoretical model.
- Results may help understand thermal and ionic transport trade-offs in GPEs.
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ABSTRACT
While Gel Polymer Electrolytes (GPEs) have been widely investigated for use in next-generation Li-ion cells due to the potential for improved thermal safety, thermal transport within a GPE is still poorly understood. Among all materials in a Li-ion cell, the GPE has the lowest thermal conductivity, and hence determines the overall rate of heat flow in a Li-ion cell. This makes it critical to measure and understand thermal transport in a GPE and investigate trade-offs between thermal and ionic transport. This paper presents measurements of thermal and ionic conductivities in a PVdF-based GPE. The effect of incorporating BN/Al₂O₃ ceramic nano/microparticles in the GPE on thermal and ionic transport is characterized. Measurements indicate up to 2.5X improvement in thermal conductivity of activated GPE membranes, with relatively minor effect on electrochemical performance of GPE-based single-layer cells. The measured enhancement in thermal conductivity is in very good agreement with theoretical calculations based on the effective medium theory that accounts for thermal transport in a dispersed, two-phase medium such as a GPE. The fundamental insights gained in this work on thermal transport in a GPE and the role of nano/microparticle inclusions may facilitate thermal-electrochemical optimization and design of GPEs for safe, high-performance Li-ion cells.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Li-ion batteries have been used extensively for energy storage and conversion in electric vehicles, grid storage systems, portable electronics, etc. due to their excellent electrochemical performance [1–3]. New battery paradigms are beginning to emerge to overcome the limitations of present Li-ion cells and extend the state-of-the-art for performance and safety. For example, the use of volatile and combustible liquid electrolyte in traditional Li-ion cells poses a severe risk of fire and explosion [4,5], even at slightly elevated cell temperature. Such safety concerns have severely restricted the performance envelope of Li-ion cells. Traditional Li-ion cells also suffer from significant design restrictions due to the use of liquid electrolyte and rigid separator membranes. In the recent past, gel polymer electrolytes (GPEs) have been widely investigated as a potential replacement of the conventional liquid electrolyte and separator [6–9]. A GPE comprises a polymer matrix capable of holding liquid electrolyte without sacrificing much of the electrochemical and mechanical performance [9]. The absorbed liquid electrolyte is immobilized within the pores of the polymer matrix, retaining the properties of the liquid electrolyte and conventional separator, while minimizing the volume of the combustible electrolyte needed, which results in improved safety [7]. By eliminating the need to enclose a liquid electrolyte in a rigid containment, GPEs
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also offer an added advantage of enabling batteries in a wide variety of shapes, including flexible batteries [10,11]. Polyethylene oxide (PEO), polyacrylonitrile (PAN), polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) are the most widely studied polymer matrices for GPEs [79]. The electrochemical performance of GPE-based Li-ion cells has been studied to understand the effect of replacing the traditional separator with a GPE. For example, GPE based Li-ion cells have been tested for charge-discharge cycling and capacity fade [13–20]. Cycling performance of a LiCoO2/GPE/Anode cell between 2 and 4.2 V has been investigated, showing stable charge/discharge performance for up to 50 cycles without significant capacity loss and good compatibility of the polymer electrolyte with electrode materials [14–22]. The capacity fade in an Al2O3/BaTiO3 ceramic filler based Li-ion polymer cell has been shown to be less than 10% after 50 discharge cycles [19]. While several research challenges remain, GPEs offer a plausible alternative to liquid electrolytes in next-generation electrochemical batteries [12,21]

A key question that continues to be investigated is the effect of using a GPE on various transport and storage processes, such as charge transport and capacity. PVdF based polymer membranes offer high dielectric constant, thereby increasing charge carrying capacity [23]. The semi-crystalline structure of PVdF also helps in enhanced ion storage and mobility [23]. When used along with a mixture of carbonate esters such as Ethylene Carbonate (EC) and Propylene Carbonate (PC), PVdF has been shown to offer reasonably large ionic conductivity of around 2 mS/cm [23,24]. In order to further increase the ionic conductivity of a GPE, the use of ionic liquids such as imidazolium cations in the liquid electrolyte has been widely studied [25,26]. The use of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMIBF4) as an electrolyte solvent for LiBF4 has been shown to result in ionic conductivity in the 0.23–10 mS/cm range between 20 and 40 °C [26]. The fundamental nature of Li ion transport phenomena in the presence of these ionic liquids continues to be a topic of much current interest [17,27].

In addition to ionic transport, thermal transport in GPE materials is also important to study. Although the use of a GPE in a Li-ion cell reduces the volume of combustible electrolyte, it also leads to introduction of new materials and manufacturing processes. Several research challenges related to thermal transport in GPEs must be fully understood before the safety advantage of GPEs can be conclusively established [12,21]. The fundamental nature of heat transfer through GPE materials is still poorly understood, with very limited experimental data on fundamental thermal transport properties. The dominance of interfacial thermal contact resistance between electrode and separator in thermal transport in a conventional Li-ion cell [28] may not hold for a GPE based cell due to the distinctly different manufacturing and assembly of a GPE-based cell. Since electrode material is directly deposited on a GPE [29], interfacial thermal contact resistance may be negligible, and therefore, heat transfer through the GPE may be the slowest, rate-determining step in overall thermal conduction process inside a Li-ion cell. This makes it critical to experimentally characterize the thermal transport properties of a GPE, and explore mechanisms for thermal transport enhancement. While some work is available on thermal characterization of traditional separators, including thermal conductivity [30,31] and interfacial thermal contact resistance [28] measurements, there is a lack of such work on GPE materials. Impregnation of micro-sized and nano-sized ceramic fillers has been used extensively for enhancement of mechanical, electrical, thermal, and multifunctional properties in polymers [19,32–35]. However, this approach has not yet been investigated much in the context of thermal transport in GPEs. Some work has been carried out with ceramics fillers such as Al2O3 [19,32,36–39], BaTiO3 [19] and TiO2 [19] in a GPE to investigate electrochemical stability, ionic conductivity and compatibility with electrodes. Recently, thermally conductive Al2O3/polymer composite separator has been developed by mixing PVdF-HFP and nano-micro sized Al2O3 particles for conventional Li-ion batteries [32]. Clearly, much more needs to be done to fully understand the effect of nano/micro-sized particle inclusion on the thermal properties of GPEs, and eventually on thermal performance of GPE-based Li-ion cells.

This paper presents measurement and enhancement of thermal transport in PVdF-based GPEs through Al2O3 and BN ceramic nano/micro particle inclusion in the GPE. Measurements show 13X and 2.5X improvement in thermal conductivity of the PVdF membrane and PVdF based GPE respectively. Experimental results are found to be in good agreement with the effective medium theory (EMT) model for thermal conductivity of baseline and thermally enhanced GPEs. Implications of such nano/microparticle inclusion on the electrochemical performance of the GPE and GPE-based Li-ion cell is also reported. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and charge-discharge measurements characterize the effect of nanoparticle inclusion on electrochemical performance, highlighting the need for careful consideration of thermal-electrochemical trade-offs in GPEs. Results presented here may help understand and enhance thermal transport in GPE materials. The thermal transport properties reported in this work may facilitate accurate simulations of thermal performance and safety of GPE-based Li-ion cells, as well as multiphysics thermal-electrochemical co-optimization.

2. Experimental methods and materials

2.1. Materials

Al2O3 and BN nanoparticles (800 nm) and BN micro particles (2.5 μm) (US Research Nanomaterials Inc.) are used in this work for investigating GPE thermal enhancement. These materials are known to offer high thermal conductivity of 18–34 W/mK [32], high electrical resistivity of around 1014 Ω-cm, light weight and moderate cost compared to other ceramics [19,35,36,40–42], which is critical for a GPE. Poly(vinylidene Fluoride) (PVdF) (Sigma Aldrich) is used as the gel polymer host matrix. PVdF offers high dielectric constant, supports high charge concentration and offers high thermal stability, due to which it has been used widely as the polymer host material for Li-ion battery GPEs [43,44]. Lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) (Sigma Aldrich) is used as the electrolyte due to its excellent ionic conductivity in carbonate based solvents [44]. 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (Sigma Aldrich) is used as a solvent to dissolve PVdF and obtain porous membranes. NMP offers high boiling point, low volatility and non-toxicity [45]. A mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) (Sigma Aldrich) and propylene carbonate (PC) (Sigma Aldrich) acts as plasticizer for PVdF and is used to extract gel polymer membranes. Also, EC/PC eter acts as a solvent for LiPF6 and offers thermal stability [46]. 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate (EMI-TF) (Sigma Aldrich) is also used as a part of the ionic liquid in the electrolyte mixture. EMI-TF offers very high ionic conductivity (10 mS/cm), which has been reported to enhance the overall ionic conductivity of the electrolyte mixture [16,47].

2.2. GPE synthesis and enhancement

The synthesis of 100–1200 μm thick PVdF-based polymer membranes is carried out by following a previously described procedure [43]. The porous PVDF membrane is obtained by first making an ester solution of 1:1 mixture of EC and PC by mass, and heating at 80 °C (Isotemp, Fisher Scientific) until a clear solution is obtained. This ester solution is then mixed with NMP and PVdF in
40%, 44% and 16% proportion by weight respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(A). The mixture is heated at 110 °C (Isotemp, Fisher Scientific) and stirred until a pale viscous solution is obtained. This solution is poured in petri dishes (Fig. 1(B)) and baked at 80 °C in 0.07 MPa vacuum in a vacuum oven (Across International AccuTemp-09) for 2 h.

The membranes are then soaked in 10% ethanol for 8 h. Finally, the GPE is obtained by soaking and activating the PVdF membrane in a mixture of 1.0 M LiPF6 with ionic liquid solvents (2:1:1 by volume of EMI-TF, EC and PC) for 24 h. For samples with nano/microparticle inclusion, the nano/microparticles are mixed with NMP during the PVdF membrane formation process. 100–1200 μm thick samples of 4 × 4 cm² size are obtained through this process (Fig. 1(C)). The thickness of the membranes is controlled through the volume of the solution poured in petri dishes, and measured using vernier calipers (± 10 μm) (Fig. 1(D)). The resulting PVdF based membranes are highly porous in nature, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S1(A), with pore diameter ranging from 2 to 10 μm and PVdF grain diameter ranging from 2 to 5 μm. Fig. 1(E) and (F) show SEM images of the porous PVdF membrane with no nanoparticle and with 800 nm BN nanoparticles respectively. Fig. 1(F) shows that BN nanoparticles are bonded uniformly to the outer periphery of the PVdF grains. Some agglomeration is observed at higher nanoparticle concentration. Tables 1 and 2 summarize GPE samples with a variety of micro/nanoparticles concentration investigated in this work. In addition to the baseline case without any nano/microparticles, cases investigated here include 1:32 BN, 1:8 BN and 1:8 Al2O3 inclusion in PVdF. A case of 1:8 800 nm Al2O3 þ 2.5 μm BN is also investigated, which is expected to offer enhanced thermal transport compared to a nanoparticles-only case due to the reduction in thermally resistant junctions offered by multiscale micro-nano particles [40].

2.3. Thermal transport measurements

The primary thermal property of interest for a GPE is thermal conductivity, which determines the amount of heat flux for a given temperature gradient [48]. In general, a high thermal conductivity is desired, since it minimizes temperature rise of the cell above ambient temperature. Thermal conductivity of the GPE samples is measured by a thermal constants analyzer (TPS 2200, Thermost Inc., Canada) capable of 0.1 mK accuracy for temperature difference detection, as shown in Fig. 2(A). The repeatability of measurements by this instrument is established through repeated measurements of a standard test sample made of steel, which demonstrates a standard deviation of less than 1% between five measurements. Fig. 2(B) also shows pictures of PVdF and GPE samples used for thermal conductivity measurements. This instrument utilizes the transient plane source method [49,50]. In this method, a thin metal heater/sensor is sandwiched between two identical samples. It has been shown [49] that during transient heating, the measured temperature increase of the heater/sensor over a short period of time can be compared with an analytical model for heat diffusion in an infinite medium to determine the thermal transport properties of the sample. Briefly, the temperature rise at the sensor is given by [49,50]:

\[
\Delta T(\tau) = \frac{P}{\pi \alpha k} D(\tau)
\]

where \(\Delta T(\tau)\) is the temperature rise (°C), \(P\) is power input to the sensor, \(a\) is the radius of the sensor, \(k\) is the thermal conductivity of the sample and \(D(\tau)\) is a dimensionless time function given by [49,50]:

Fig. 1. Gel polymer electrolyte synthesis by casting: (A) A mixture of PVdF, EC, PC, NMP (section 2.2) is heated at 110 °C and stirred until a pale viscous solution is obtained; (B) This solution is poured in petri dishes and baked at 80 °C under 0.07 MPa vacuum in a vacuum oven for 2 h; (C) Porous PVdF membrane after soaking in 10% ethanol for 8–10 h; (D) the GPE is obtained by soaking and activating the PVdF membrane in a mixture of 1.0 M LiPF6 with ionic liquid solvents; (E) SEM image of the PVdF membrane; (F) SEM image of the 800 nm BN impregnated PVdF membrane.
\[ D(t) = \frac{1}{m^2(m + 1)^2} \int_0^t dt \mu^2 \sum_{i=1}^m \sum_{j=1}^m \frac{m \mu_i^2}{i \mu_j^2} \exp \left( - \frac{(j-i)^2}{m^2} \right) \left( \frac{\mu_j}{2m^2\mu_i^2} \right) \]

\[ \sigma = \frac{h}{ZA} \]
current up to 3.1 V, followed by discharge at the same current up to 2.2 V using the same instrument. To avoid overcharge/discharge of a cell, pre-established limits of 3.6 V for charging and 2.2 V for discharging are implemented.

3. Theoretical heat transfer model

From a heat transfer perspective, the GPE is a heterogeneous system comprising a porous PVdF matrix filled with liquid electrolyte. Several theoretical and empirical models have been proposed to predict the effective thermal conductivity of such systems [51–54]. In the past, expressions for effective thermal conductivity bounds for macroscopically homogeneous, isotropic, two-phase materials based on volume fractions and thermal conductivities of constituents have been proposed. These expressions usually utilize the Maxwell-Eucken model [55]. However, this model assumes that the inclusions of the dispersed phase, such as particles or bubbles do not come into contact with neighboring inclusions, resulting in a lack of continuous path for heat conduction by the dispersed phase. In contrast, the porous GPE samples investigated here (Supplementary Fig. S2(A)) appear to provide a continuous heat conduction path through the dispersed phase, as shown through image analysis (Supplementary Figs. S2(B)), where dark regions are the liquid electrolyte mixture and bright regions are PVdF grains. In such a case, the Effective Medium Theory (EMT) is a more appropriate model. EMT theory predicts the effective thermal conductivity, $k_{\text{eff}}$, of a porous system as follows [51–54]:

$$k_{\text{eff}} = \frac{1}{4} \left(3\nu_e - 1\right)k_e + \left(3\nu_e - 1\right)k_p + \sqrt{\left(3\nu_e - 1\right)k_e + \left(3\nu_e - 1\right)k_p}^2 + 8k_p k_e$$

where $\nu_e$ is the volume fraction of electrolyte in the PVdF matrix, $k_e$ and $k_p$ are thermal conductivity of the electrolyte mixture and PVDF respectively.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Thermal transport measurements

GPE is a binary system with liquid electrolyte immobilized within the porous PVdF matrix. Therefore, the thermal conductivity of the electrolyte plays an important role in determining the overall effective thermal conductivity of the GPE and is measured first. Fig. 2(A) shows the experimental setup for measuring thermal conductivity of the electrolyte. Instead of using a horizontal stage for mounting the transient plane source sensor, as is the usual case, a vertical stage is designed to hold and submerge the sensor head in the liquid of interest (Fig. 2(A)). A plot of the temperature rise normalized by power, $\Delta T(\tau)/P$ as a function of the dimensionless time $D(\tau)$ for the electrolyte measurement is shown in Supplementary Fig. S3. A linear relationship is found, in accordance with equation (3). Thermal conductivity of the electrolyte mixture is measured in this manner to be $0.35 \pm 0.01 \text{ W/mK}$.

Thermal conductivity measurement of various GPE samples without and with nanoparticles is carried out next. Fig. 3 plots the sensor temperature rise normalized by power, $\Delta T(\tau)/P$, as a function of the dimensionless time $D(\tau)$ for five different cases of unactivated PVdF membrane. As discussed in section 2.3, a plot of $\Delta T(\tau)/P$ versus $D(\tau)$ is expected to be linear with thermal conductivity related to the slope $M$ as follows:

$$k = \frac{1}{\pi aM}$$

The linear nature of $\Delta T(\tau)/P$ versus $D(\tau)$ curves as shown in Fig. 3 for each case confirms the validity of the measurement. Thermal conductivity values for five different cases measured in this manner are summarized in Table 1 and also shown in Fig. 3. Thermal conductivity for the baseline, un-activated PVdF membrane without nanoparticle inclusion (Case 1A) is measured to be $0.09 \pm 0.002 \text{ W/mK}$. Enhancement in thermal conductivity is observed in each case when BN or Al$_2$O$_3$ nano/microparticles are embedded. The measured enhancement is greater at higher weight ratios of the nano/microparticles, with 9X enhancement at 1:8 wt ratio. The enhancement with Al$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticles (Case 1D) is somewhat larger than with BN nanoparticles (Case 1C) for the same weight ratio. Interestingly, even further enhancement in thermal conductivity is measured when using a mixture of 800 nm Al$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticles and 2.5 µm BN microparticles (Case 1E). The measured thermal conductivity of 1.2 W/mK represents a significant, 13X improvement in thermal conductivity compared to the baseline sample (Case 1A). The observed thermal conductivity enhancement is explained well by the effective medium model as.

**Fig. 3.** Normalized temperature rise, $\Delta T/P$ as a function of dimensionless time $D(\tau)$ for thermal conductivity ($k_e$) measurement of baseline and thermally enhanced PVdF membranes.

**Fig. 4.** Normalized temperature rise, $\Delta T/P$ as a function of dimensionless time $D(\tau)$ for thermal conductivity ($k_{\text{eff}}$) measurement of baseline and thermally enhanced GPE samples.
discussed later in section 4.3.

Another set of experiments are carried out to investigate the effect of nano/microparticle inclusion in the GPE formed by activating the PVdF membranes with electrolyte. Fig. 4 plots the temperature rise $\Delta T(t)/P$ at the sensor as a function of the dimensionless time $D(t)$ for these measurements, showing linear behavior for each case as expected. Measured values of thermal conductivity are shown in Fig. 4 and summarized in Table 2.

The thermal conductivity of baseline GPE (Case 2A) is measured to be $0.28 \pm 0.006$ W/mK, which is significantly larger than that of the unactivated PVdF membrane (Case 1A) due to increased thermal conduction by the electrolyte in the activated samples. The degree of enhancement in thermal conductivity due to nano/microparticle inclusion in GPE is somewhat lower compared to the unactivated PVdF membranes. For example, there is 2.5X enhancement with 1:8 wt ratio of a combination of Al$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticles and BN microparticles (Case 2E). Since the baseline thermal conductivity itself is so low, this 2.5X enhancement is quite significant and may result in significant reduction in peak operating temperature at large discharge rates [28], and potentially improved thermal runaway behavior. A similar enhancement is measured for 800 nm Al$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticles (Case 2D) as well. Finally, similar to experiments on unactivated PVdF membranes, there is additional enhancement when using a combination of micro- and nanoparticles (Case 2E) instead of nanoparticles only. This synergistic effect is consistent with observations in past papers [32].

4.2. Electrochemical measurements

Various compositions of liquid electrolytes (EC:PC:EMI-TF = 0:1:1, 1:1:6, 1:1:2) in 1:1 LiPF$_6$ mixture and various percentages of ionic liquid in an electrolyte mixture have been investigated in the literature in the past [43]. In the present work, a 1:1:2 composition of EC, PC and EMI-TF is mixed in 1:1 ratio with 1 M LiPF$_6$, which has been reported to have higher ionic conductivity [43]. As shown in Fig. 5(A), the ionic conductivity of the activated GPE without any thermal enhancement is found to be $4.1 \pm 0.25$ mS/cm whereas ionic conductivity of the 1:8 micro/nano BN-Al$_2$O$_3$ embedded GPE (Case 2E) is found to be $1.4 \pm 0.03$ mS/cm. Fig. 5(B) shows the Nyquist plot for all the cases discussed in Fig. 5(A). As expected internal resistance ($Z$) offered by baseline sample (Case 2A) is found to be $4.2 \pm 0.7$ Ohms whereas internal resistance for the enhanced sample (Case 2E) is found to be $17.4 \pm 0.3$ Ohms. Case 2C and 2D also result in higher internal resistance due to reduced volume fraction of electrolyte mixture in the PVdF matrix resulting from micro/nano particles loading [39]. Therefore as per equation (3), increased internal resistance has resulted in reduction in ionic conductivity.

In order to further investigate the effect of thermal enhancement of the GPE on battery performance, electrochemical tests are performed in a split flat cell on a single layer cell using the GPE samples. Fig. 6(A) shows the charge discharge profile of cells with baseline, unenhanced GPE sample (Case 2A) and BN-Al$_2$O$_3$ embedded GPE (Case 2E). The two curves are similar in nature to each other. The charging potential for the enhanced GPE case is about $-44$ mV lower than the traditional GPE at the peak of charging potential, until it reaches 3.1 V. However, the discharge potential of enhanced GPE is about $-140$ mV higher than the traditional GPE as the discharge potential reaches lower threshold limit of 2.2 V, indicating somewhat better discharge capacity with more available energy in the thermally enhanced case. Ceramics such as Al$_2$O$_3$ and BN possess high dielectric constant, which helps in capturing anions in the liquid electrolyte and transferring lithium ions without coordinating with the anions. This could be the possible reason for the increased discharged plateau of the enhanced case.

The internal resistance of the cell is also determined by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement at fully discharged state. As shown in Fig. 6(B), the internal resistance for BN-Al$_2$O$_3$ embedded GPE based cell is found to be 6.7 Ohms which is 2 Ohms more than the unenhanced GPE based cell. Also, the diameter of the semicircle, representing the charge transfer resistance, is slightly larger for BN-Al$_2$O$_3$ embedded GPE based cell ($R_2>R_1$). The small increase in internal resistance and charge transfer resistance may be due to the presence of the micro/nano particles. Further, cyclic voltammogram (CV) experiments are conducted to investigate the impact of nano/micro particle inclusion in the GPE on cycling performance. Fig. 7 plots CV profiles of the GPE based Li-ion cell (LiFePO$_4$/PVdF-GPE/Li) at a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s for 1st, 10th and 20th cycles, over a voltage range of 1.5–3.5 V versus Li/Li$^+$ to reveal the continual delithiation/lithiation during the charge and discharge cycles. These plots, particularly at the 10th and 20th cycles show similar characteristics of the baseline (Case 2A) and enhanced (Case 2E) samples. During the 1st cycle, both baseline and enhanced samples exhibit large reduction peak at 1.6 V and 1.7 V corresponding to reduction of FePO$_4$. Oxidation peaks for baseline and enhanced samples after the 1st cycle are around 3.2 V. Reduction and oxidation peaks for both cases shift somewhat to 1.8 V and 3.4 V respectively after the 10th and 20th cycles, indicating the polarization of electrode material in the first cycle [56]. During the 1st cycle, the CV profile of baseline (Case2A) shows higher peak than that of enhanced (Case 2E) samples, indicating more lithium ions can be reversibly stored/released [57]. However, after around 10 cycles, the values of the current peaks for baseline and enhanced samples are very close to each other, indicating that the reaction kinetics of Li$^+$ ion insertion/
extraction is not affected by the presence of the nano-micro particles. In summary, these measurements indicate some changes in key electrochemical characteristics due to nanoparticle inclusion that occur along with improved thermal transport. For example, the 2.5X improvement in thermal conductivity is accompanied by a 3X reduction in ionic conductivity, most likely due to the reduced volume fraction of the electrolyte due to nano/microparticle loading [38]. Such a reduction could potentially be offset with a more effective composition of the electrolyte, which has not been optimized in the present work, but is being widely investigated in other efforts [43]. At the cell level, the electrochemical performance of the thermally enhanced cell is not dramatically different from baseline cell. Nevertheless, these changes in electrochemical performance need to be recognized in conjunction with the improved thermal transport in order to appropriately balance thermal-electrochemical trade-offs in the cell.

4.3. Theoretical modeling results

The material properties and volume fraction values used for \( k_{\text{eff}} \) calculations are listed in Supplementary Table 1. The measured thermal conductivity of the micro-nanoparticles embedded PVdF membranes (\( k_p \)), presented in Table 1 are used for the calculation of effective thermal conductivity of the GPE. Thermal conductivity of electrolyte, \( k_e \) is taken to be 0.35 W/mK, based on measurements described in section 4.1. Based on equation (3), the theoretical effective thermal conductivity (\( k_{\text{eff}} \)) of the baseline GPE is calculated to be 0.24 ± 0.03 W/mK, which agrees very closely with the experimentally measured value of 0.28 ± 0.05 W/mK. Fig. 8(A) compares the theoretically computed values of \( k_{\text{eff}} \) based on the EMT model with experimental measurements for various micro/nanoparticles embedded in the GPE. In each case, experimental measurements and theory are in good agreement with each other, and are well within the estimated error bounds. Potential sources of error that may contribute towards the small deviation between the two may include error associated with volume fraction calculation, experimental uncertainties associated with measurements, etc.

Fig. 8(B) plots the theoretically calculated \( k_{\text{eff}} \) as a function of the volume fraction of the dispersed electrolyte phase. Experimentally measured values for four cases listed in Table 2 (Cases 2A, 2B, 2C and 2E) are also shown for reference. There is a good agreement between the experimental data and the model. It is interesting to note that going from Case 2B to 2E, a 20% reduction in the volume fraction of electrolyte results in more than 60% increment in the effective thermal conductivity, both experimentally measured and predicted by the model. On the other hand, incorporating higher thermal conductivity ceramic fillers at relatively lower weight fraction compared to the cases investigated here may result in simultaneous improvement in both thermal conductivity and ionic conductivity. Further optimization may be needed for selecting the
right size of nanoparticles and their concentration in order to balance these thermal-electrochemical tradeoffs in a GPE based Li-ion cell.

5. Conclusions

This work presents thermal conductivity measurement and enhancement of PVdF-based GPE using BN and Al₂O₃ ceramic micro-nanoparticles. Up to 13× and 2.5× improvement in thermal conductivity is reported for PVdF membranes and GPE respectively. The thermal conductivity is reported for PVdF membranes and GPE respectively. Since the baseline GPE has very poor thermal conductivity, this is a significant enhancement that may cause large reduction in operating temperature of GPE-based Li-ion cells, where the GPE offers the greatest thermal impedance among all materials. A theoretical understanding of the effect of nanoparticle inclusion is offered using the effective medium theory, which is found to be in good agreement with experimental measurements. The effect of such thermal enhancement on electrochemical characteristics is also investigated.

Thermal conductivity measurement and enhancement presented in this work are important for a complete understanding of thermal transport in GPE based Li-ion cells, and for designing cells with superior thermal performance. Further, these results highlight the importance of considering thermal-electrochemical tradeoffs in the design of GPE-based Li-ion cells.
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